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BINARY FORMS, HYPERGEOMETRIC FUNCTIONS
AND THE SCHWARZ-CHRISTOFFEL MAPPING FORMULA

MICHAEL A. BEAN

Abstract. In a previous paper, it was shown that HE is a binary form with

complex coefficients having degree n > 3 and discriminant Df ^ 0, and

if Af is the area of the region \F(x, y)\ < 1 in the real affine plane, then

\DF\llni-"-^AF < 1B{\, \), where B{\ , 1) denotes the Beta function with

arguments of 1/3 . This inequality was derived by demonstrating that the se-

quence {M„} defined by Mn = max|Df \Uif.»-^)AF, where the maximum is

taken over all forms of degree n with Df ^ 0, is decreasing, and then by

showing that M-¡ = 7>B{\, \). The resulting estimate, Af < 35(j, \) for
such forms with integer coefficients, has had significant consequences for the

enumeration of solutions of Thue inequalities.

This paper examines the related problem of determining precise values for

the sequence {Mi} • By appealing to the theory of hypergeometric functions,

it is shown that Mi, = 21leB(\, \) and that M<¡, is attained for the form

XY{X2 - Y2). It is also shown that there is a correspondence, arising from the

Schwarz-ChristoiFel mapping formula, between a particular collection of binary

forms and the set of equiangular polygons, with the property that Af is the

perimeter of the polygon corresponding to F . Based on this correspondence

and a representation theorem for \Df\1fn(-"~l^Af , it is conjectured that Mn =

DlF'?{n-l)Af. .where F„'(X, Y) = Wk=i(x ^(f) ~ Yca$(**)), and that the

limiting value of the sequence {Mn} is 2n .

■

1. Introduction

Let F(X, Y) = oqX" + axXn~x Y + ■ ■ ■ + a„Yn be a binary form with com-

plex coefficients and let Af denote the area of the region \F(x,y)\ < 1 in
the real affine plane. Let Df denote the discriminant of F. If F has the
factorization Y\1=x(a¡X - 0¡Y) with a,, ß,■ £ C (every binary form has such a

factorization), then DF = n,<; (atßj - <*jßi)2 ■
In a previous paper [2], we derived an isoperimetric inequality for the quan-

tity Af . To be specific, we showed that if F is a binary form with complex
coefficients having degree n > 3 and discriminant Df ± 0, then

(1) \DF\x^"-^Af< 3^(5,5)
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where B(\, \) denotes the Beta function with arguments of 1/3. Moreover,

we showed that the bound 3B(^, \), which has an approximate numerical
value of 15.8997, is attained precisely when F is a cubic form which, up to

multiplication by a complex number, is equivalent under (?L2(R) (in the sense

defined below) to the form XY(X - Y).
We derived inequality (1) by demonstrating that the sequence {M„} defined

by
Mn = max\Df\xl"(n-x)AF,

where the maximum is taken over all forms of degree n with Df ft 0, is

decreasing, and then by showing that M-$ = 3B(\ , j). In this paper, we will

examine more closely the nature of the sequence {M„} . In particular, we will

address the following three questions which arise naturally from the preceding

results:

• What is the value of Mn for n > 3?
• Are there canonical classes of forms F„ for which

M„ = \Dfn\x'^-xUf„

for n > 3?
• What is the limiting behavior of the sequence {Af„}?

While we are unable to give complete answers to these questions, we will give

some striking heuristics which suggest that each Mn is attained by the form
of degree n whose graph has the most symmetries and that the limiting value
of the sequence {M„} is 2n . One of the heuristics, which is interesting in its
own right, involves the use of the Schwarz-Christoffel mapping formula to give
a correspondence between the areas defined by certain binary forms and the
perimeters of equiangular polygons.

As mentioned in the previous work [2], the estimate for Af given in (1) has
significant implications in the enumeration of solutions of Thue inequalities. A

Thue inequality is a Diophantine inequality of the type \F(x, y)\ < h where
F is a binary form with integer coefficients which is irreducible and has degree
n > 3, and A is a non-zero integer. In a seminal paper of 1909, Thue [ 17]

showed that for such a form F, the equation F(x, y) = h (hence the inequality
\F(x, y)\ < h) has only a finite number of solutions in integers x and y. In
1934, Mahler [11] showed that the number, NF(h), of solutions of the Thue
inequality \F(x, y)\ < h and the area, AFh2ln , of this region are related in the

following way:

\Nf(h)-Afh2'n\<chx/{"-X)

where c is a number (left unspecified by Mahler) which depends only on F.

Estimates for Nf(h) involving Afh2/" have also been given by Mueller and

Schmidt [12].
Since the discriminant of a form with integer coefficients is an integer, in-

equality (1) implies that Af < 16 over the class of forms with integer coeffi-

cients having non-zero discriminant and degree at least three. In light of this
result, one might expect the error in the approximation of Nf(h) by Afh2/"

to depend only on h . However, an examination of the forms

Pk(X,Y) = Xlk + (X- Y)2(2X -Y)2--- (kX- Y)2
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Figure 1.  \P7(x,y)\ = 1

reveals that this is not even the case when h = 1. Indeed, the region \Pk(x, y)\

< 1 contains at least 2k integer lattice points, namely

±(1, 1),±(1,2),... ,±(1,*)

but nevertheless is bounded (since Pk is positive definite) and has area less than
16. (See Figure 1 for the graph of Pi.) In a subsequent paper, we will consider

the question of how well Afh2/" approximates NF(h). In the present paper,
we confine our attention to the sequence {M„} .

Let us begin by recalling some notation from [2]. Let <7L2(R) denote the
group of 2 x 2 real invertible matrices and let SL2(R) denote the subgroup

of matrices with determinant ±1. For each T = (acbd) £ GL2(R), let FT

denote the binary form given by FT(X, Y) = F(aX + bY, cX + dY). Two
forms F and G are said to be equivalent under GL2(R) if G = Ft for some
T £ GL2(R). Equivalence under SL2(R) is defined similarly. The quantity

l^iiMn-i)^ is invariant with respect to C7L2(R), that is, \DFt\xI"("-X)AFt =

\Df\xln(n~X)Af for all T £ GL2(R). It is also invariant with respect to replacing

F by kF for any complex number k, but is not invariant with respect to
GL2(C) (see [2]). For any form F, the polynomial jF(x, 1) is said to have

a root at infinity, denoted oo, if Y is a factor of F(X, Y) ; similarly, the
polynomial F(l, y) has a root at infinity if X is a factor of F(X, Y). With

this convention, the slopes of the asymptotes of the curve \F(x, y)\ = 1 are
the real roots of the polynomial F(l, y).

In Theorem 3 of [2], we showed that the quantity \Df\x/n{"~X)AF is max-

imized over the class of forms of degree n with complex coefficients and
non-zero discriminant by a form with real coefficients for which the polyno-

mial F(x, 1) has n distinct real roots. In fact, we showed that if F is
a form of degree n for which F(x, 1) has at least one non-real root, then
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\Df\xln(n~X)Af < M„. Hence, when considering questions about the sequence
{Mn} , one may restrict attention to the forms F with real coefficients for which
F(x, 1) has n distinct real roots (counting any root at infinity). For simplicity,
we will refer to such a form as one which has a complete factorization over R.
Notice that the discriminant of any such form is a positive real number.

In view of this theorem, it was a relatively straightforward matter to show
that Mi = 3B (3, \) since every cubic form with real coefficients and positive
discriminant is equivalent under C?L2(R) to the form XY(X - Y). However,
evaluating Mn for n > 3 is not nearly so simple since, in general, the quan-
tity {Df^/^'^Af is not constant over the class of forms of degree n which
have a complete factorization over R. Indeed, this quantity depends on n - 3
independent quantities (as will soon become apparent).

A natural candidate to maximize \Df ^/"'-"'^Af over the class of forms of

degree n is the form F*(X, Y) = T[LX (*sin (¡g\ - Y cos (^)) . This form

has the property that its graph \F*(x, v)| = 1 is invariant under every rotation
which is an integer multiple of £ radians and is symmetric about each of the

asymptotes x sin Í ̂  J - y cos ( *f J =0, k = 1,2,... ,n. (See Figure 2 for

the graph of F$ .)

In this paper, we will show that M4 = DF'12AF: = 21lbB (\, |) by ap-

pealing to the theory of hypergeometric functions. We will also exhibit a cor-
respondence between the collection of forms of degree n having a complete
factorization over R and the set of «-sided equiangular polygons, with the
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property that the perimeter of the polygon associated with F is Af . Under
this correspondence, forms which are CrL2(R)-equivalent to F* are mapped to

«-sided regular polygons. These results, together with a representation theorem

for D{¡ln(n~x)Af over the restricted class, and numerical evidence, lead to the

following conjectures.

Conjecture 1. The maximal value M„ of the quantity \DF\xln(n~x)AF over the

class of forms of degree n with complex coefficients and non-zero discriminant
is attained precisely when F is a form which, up to multiplication by a complex

number, is equivalent under GL2(R) to the form

w-*>-n(** (£)-'«• (£))■
In particular,

M„=DlJ:in-l)Af..
1 n "

Conjecture 2. The sequence of maximal values {M„} decreases monotonically

to the value 2n.

Coincidentally, this conjectured limiting value is equal to the value \DF | ' l2AF
when F is a quadratic form with real coefficients and negative discriminant.

2. Statement of results

Let B(x, y) denote the Beta function of x and y. The Beta function may
be defined in terms of the Gamma function by the relation

Btx   ri     r(*)F(y)

and has the integral representation

»i

B(x,y)= f
Jo

tx-x(i-ty-xdt

for x > 0 and y > 0 (see Abramowitz and Stegun [1]).
We will prove the following result regarding quartic forms.

Theorem 1. If F is a binary quartic form with complex coefficients and non-zero
discriminant, then

|ZV|1/12^<27/6s(l,i)

This value is attained precisely when F is a quartic form which, up to multiplica-
tion by a complex number, is equivalent under GL2(R) to the form F4* (X, Y) =

\XY(X2 - Y2). In particular,

M4 = D^2AF:=2y^{l,¡).

Since the sequence {M„} is decreasing, Theorem 1 provides an improved

estimate for \DF\x/n{"~X)AF when the degree of F is greater than three.
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Corollary 1. If F is a binary form of degree n > A with complex coefficients

and non-zero discriminant, then

\Df\x/n{n~x)AF < 21/6B (-,-).
\4   2/

This bound is attained precisely when F is a quartic form which, up to multipli-
cation by a complex number, is equivalent under GL2(R) to XY(X2 -Y2).

The approximate numerical value of 27/6B(¿, j), and hence of A/4, is
11.7726. This compares with an approximate numerical value of 15.8997 for
M3.

Theorem 1 suggests that M„ is attained precisely when F is a form which,
up to multiplication by a complex number, is GL2(R)-equivalent to the form

F*(X, Y) = nLi(*sin(if ) - ^cos(^)). The next theorem reveals a striking
correspondence between the collection of forms having a complete factorization
over R and the set of equiangular polygons, which strongly suggests that Af„ =

Dp^'^Af. and hm„_>00Af„ = 2n. This correspondence, which arises from

the Schwarz-Christoffel mapping formula, is interesting in its own right and
may point to an even deeper connection between these algebraic and geometric
quantities.

Theorem 2. There is a correspondence between the collection of forms F of de-
gree n > 3 having a complete factorization over R and the set of n-sided
equiangular polygons such that the perimeter of the polygon corresponding to
F is Af. Under this correspondence, GL2(R)-equivalent forms are mapped to
similar polygons, SL2(R)-equivalent forms are mapped to congruent polygons,
and forms equivalent to F* are mapped to n-sided regular polygons. Moreover,
the correspondence is bijective when considered as a map between equivalence

classes of forms and polygons.

From this correspondence, it follows that the limiting value of the sequence

DxJ"{n~X) Af is the circumference of some circle. Computational evidence sug-

gests that this limiting value is 2%.
In the course of proving Theorem 2, we will actually show that the lengths

of the sides of the equiangular polygon corresponding to F are the areas of the

sectors of F. (A sector of F is a portion of the region \F(x, y)\ < 1 bounded
by two asymptotes of the curve |F(jc,y)| = 1 but containing none of the
other asymptotes.) To be precise, let F(X, Y) = (axX - ßx Y) ■ ■ ■ (a„X - ß„ Y)
where the a's and the ß's are real numbers, and suppose that the slopes of the

asymptotes of the curve \F(x, y)\ = 1 are in the order

ax      a2 an

Pi       ßl ßn

where possibly ßn=0. Further, let A(P denote the area of the sector which is

bounded by the asymptotes akx - ßky = 0 and ak+xx - ßk+xy = 0, but which

does not contain any of the other asymptotes asx - ßsy = 0, s # k, k + 1.
Then we will show that the lengths of the sides of the equiangular polygon
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corresponding to F are, in counterclockwise order,

aW        A2) An)
sip   ,    sip   ,   ...  ,   sip  .

Since equiangular triangles are equilateral triangles and equiangular quadrilat-
erals are rectangles, this has the following consequence for cubic forms and
quartic forms.

Corollary 2. If F is a cubic form with real coefficients and positive discriminant,
then each sector of F has equal area. If F is a quartic form with real coefficients
for which F(x, 1) has four distinct real roots, then alternating sectors have equal
area.

Now an equivalence class (under congruence) of «-sided equiangular poly-
gons is determined by « - 2 independent geometric invariants — for example,
by the length of one side and the ratio of this side to « - 3 neighboring ones.
Likewise, an equivalence class (under SL2(R)) of binary forms of degree « is
determined by n - 2 independent algebraic invariants. In fact, the space of
algebraic invariants of a binary form F of degree « with a complete factoriza-
tion over R has a basis which contains exactly « - 3 absolute invariants and
one non-absolute invariant (Salmon [14]).

The following representation theorem, which relies on the fact that the quan-

tities Dpln(n~X)A(P are absolutely invariant with respect to C7L2(R), allows one

to consider DxJn{-n~x) AF (over the class of forms of degree « with a com-

plete factorization over R) as a function of « - 3 independent real variables
on a bounded region. This representation is used in the proof of Theorem

1 to show that Af4 = DXJ.X2AF- and may be useful when trying to show that

Mn = DlJ:(n-X)AF. in general.

Theorem 3. Let F be a binary form of degree « with real coefficients for which
the polynomial F(x, 1) has « distinct real roots (counting any root at infinity)
and suppose that the slopes of the asymptotes of the curve \F(x, y)\ = 1 are in
the order

Oj_        02 0^

ß\        ßl ßn

where possibly ß„ = 0. Let A{P denote the area of the sector bounded by the

asymptotes akx - ßky = 0 and ak+xx - ßk+xy = 0. Then

and

where

and

nl/n{n-l) Ak) _ nl/n(«-l)   f dt

DF AF   -DFk Jo  Fkiut)2/n

DxJ"{n-X)AF = TDxF/n(n-x) /' Blf\„
F fcí   Fk h  WTW*

(fc^ (Y        .,(*)
Fk(X, Y) = XY(X - Y)(X - u\K>Y) ••• (X- u^Y)

(k) _ (ak+\ßk - akßk+\)(<*k-\ßk-i-j - <*k-i-jßk-i)

J        (otk+ißk-i - ak-ißk+\)(akßk-l-j - oik-X-jßk)
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for 1 < j < n - 3, 1 < k < n, with the subscripts taken modulo n. For each
k,

o<«f <«*><-. <«£3<i.
Moreover, if we put

,. _ „(•)Uj — Uj

for 7 = 1,2,... ,«-3, then the u¡ are independent absolute invariants and

Ak) _ (Un-k - U„_k_x)(un-k+l+j - U„-k+x)

(un-k+l - Un-k-l)(un-k+l+j ~ Un-k)

provided that we adopt the convention that

M0 = 0,      W„_2=l,      M*_l=00.

Hence, the quantity DxJn(n~X)AF may be considered a function of the invariants

ux, ... , m„_3 over the region 0 < ux < ■■■ < m„_3 < 1.

The integrals

1       dt fx dt

J0 Fk(l,t)2i"    /o f2/»(l - t)2ln(l - u\K)t)2ln ■■■(!- m^3í)2/"

which arise in this representation are particular generalized hypergeometric func-
tions. For quartic forms, these integrals reduce to ordinary hypergeometric
functions (actually to elliptic integrals), and for cubic forms, they reduce to

Beta functions.
In the notation of Theorem 3, the form F* has absolute invariants

Uj    — Uj

where

>     2 V    tanO + l)f/

for j = 1, 2,...,«- 3. Let Qn denote the quantity DxJn(n~X)AF when

it is considered as a function of the invariants ux,... , m„_3 over the region
0 < ux < • • • < m„_3 < 1. Theorem 1 will be proved by demonstrating that the

function 04 has a unique maximum point at ux = u* = ^ . We believe that
(«*,... , u*_3) is the unique maximum point of Q„ , in general, although we

have been unable to demonstrate this for n > 5 . We can prove a minor result

in this direction.

Theorem 4. The point (u\,... , w*_3) defined by

>     2\      tan(; + l)f/

for l<j<n-3,isa critical point of the Junction Qn where

e*.*"-*-&'>*"-" Ct£w'
with the Ft as in the statement of Theorem 3.
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A brief sketch of the proof of Theorem 4 will be given in §6 at the end of
the paper.

3. A REPRESENTATION FOR Dp/n{"~X)AF

Let F(X, Y) = (axX - ßx Y) ■ ■ ■ (anX - ß„Y), where the a's and the ß's
are real numbers, and suppose that the slopes of the asymptotes of the curve

\F(x, y)\ = 1 are in the order

ax      a2 a„— < — <•••<—-

ßl        ßl ßn

where possibly ß„ = 0. Let AF ' denote the area of the sector which is bounded

by the asymptotes akx - ßky = 0 and ak+xx - ßk+xy = 0. We will show in
this section that

Ak) _ UFk f dt
F    - Dyn(n-l) J0    Fk(l,tyi»Dlj/"K"-" Jo  flkU.V"

where

Fk(X,Y) = XY(X-Y)(X-u\k)Y)-.-(X-u{n%Y)

and
(k) _ (<*k+\ßk - &kßk+l)(<Xk-lßk-l-j - ak-\-jßk-U

j [<*k+\ßk-\ - <*k-\ßk+\)(<*kßk-\-j - Otk-X-jßk)

for j = 1, 2,...,«- 3, with the subscripts taken modulo « . Theorem 3 will
then follow.

In [2], we showed that the quantity \DF\xln(n~X)AF is absolutely invariant

with respect to GL2(R) by observing that if T = ( acbd ) £ GL2(R), then

AF = dxdy
J J\F(x,y)\<\

= f j \detT\dudv
J J\F(au+bv ,cu+dv)\<\

= | det T\AFt

and
DFr = (detT)"^-x)DF.

We also showed that
dv•J

J—a \F(l, v)\V*
using the fact that the curve \F(x, y)\ = 1 is symmetric about the origin and
has the polar representation

_1^_
r~ |F(cos0,sin0)|'/""

In a similar fashion, one can demonstrate that DXpn{n~X)AF] is an absolute

invariant with respect to GL2(R) and that

A -I
lßk        \F(\ ,v)\2¡"
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for k = 1,... , « - 1, while

An) _   r/ß' dv [°° dv

Ap      ]_„    \F(l,v)\2/»+Jan/ßn\F(l,v)\V»-

The only additional observation which needs to be made to demonstrate the

absolute invariance of DF,n{n~l)Ap is that if T = (acbd) £ GL2(R), then every

sector of F is mapped to a sector of FF. It is certainly true that an asymptote of

the curve \F(x ,y)\ = I is mapped to an asymptote of the curve \FT(x ,y)\ = 1.
Further, since the slopes of the asymptotes are transformed according to the rule

f,    , at~c
d-bt'

the clockwise order of the asymptotes is either preserved or reversed. Hence ev-
ery sector of F is mapped to a region which is bounded by the curve \FF(x, y)\
= 1 and two of its asymptotes, and which does not contain any other asymp-
totes; that is, every sector of F is mapped to a sector of Ft.

The representation of A^ which we will derive below relies on the absolute

invariance of DxJ"{n~X)Ap . In the argument which follows, we will appeal to

the fact, that a linear substitution applied to the form F induces a fractional
linear transformation of the roots of F(l, y) and that any such transformation
having real coefficients may be defined by the rule

(W - Wi)(W3 - W2) _ (z- Zx)(z3- Z2)

(W - W2)(W3 - WX)        (Z-Z2)(Z3-ZX)

where the z's and the w's are real numbers such that zx, z2, zi are mapped

to W\, w2, Wi respectively.

To simplify notation, let us assume that k = 1. Hence consider the sector
which is bounded by the asymptotes axx - ßxy = 0 and a2x - ß2y = 0. There
is a linear substitution with real coefficients such that

ßl ßl ßn

Under such a substitution, F is transformed to the form

mXY(X - Y)(X-uxY)---(X- un.3Y)

where 0 < ux < u2 < ■ ■ ■ < m„_3 < 1 and m £ R. The latter form is equivalent
under GL2(R) to at least one of the forms

±XY(X-Y)(X-uxY)---(X-un-,Y)

(determined by the sign of m). Hence, putting

FAX, Y) = XY(X - Y)(X -uxY)---(X- Mn_37),
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it follows, by the invariance of DxJn{n~x)AFX), that

DxJn{n-x)   /•>        dt(i) _df\ f        dt
AF   = Dl)nin-l) JQ   Fx(l,t)V

Df[n(n-X)  fx_dj__

n'««"') 7o t2/"(l - t)2l"(l - uxt)2/" •••(!- Un-ityi"'

The quantities «1,112,... , ««-3 can be explicitly determined in the follow-

ing way. First, observe that since ax/ßx, a2/ß2, a„/ßn are mapped to 0, 1,
00 respectively, the slopes of the asymptotes are transformed according to the
fractional linear transformation

| (ßit-ax)(a2ß„-a„ß2)

* (ßnt-an)(a2ßx-axß2y

In particular,

<*i t_¥ (ß\<*i - aißi)(a2ßn - anßi)

ßl (ßnOti - ocnßi)(a2ßx - axß2) '

Further, such a transformation preserves the clockwise order of the slopes. Now
the curve \FX (x, y)\ = 1 has asymptotes whose slopes are in the order

0 < 1 <-< • ■ • < — < 00.
M„_3 «i

Hence, we have

_ (ctn-jßn -Ctnßn-j)(a2ßX ~aXß2)

'      ((*n-jßl - axßn-j)(a2ßn - a„ß2)

for j = 1, 2,... , « - 3. Notice that the u¡ are independent absolute invari-
ants, and that, in fact, each u¡ is a particular cross ratio of the slopes of the

asymptotes of the curve \F(x, y)\ = 1.
In a similar fashion, we have

«1/11(11-1)     , ,

Á(k) _ fifi_ / dt
F  '   DxJn{n-x)h  Fk(l,t)V"

Dx'"{n-X)  fx dt
Df\ f

= DxJn{n-X) Jo t2/»(i - t)2in(i - u[k)t)2/» • • • (i - u^tyy*

for k = 1, 2,... , n, where the Fk and u(k) are as defined above. In particu-

lar,

0<u\k)<u2k)<---<u{nkl3<l.

Notice that if we put j4   = 0, MJfi2 = 1, then the u{k) satisfy the relations

^«'^(1-«£"*>)

for 1 < j < n - 2, 1 < k < n (subscripts and superscripts taken modulo «).

The Uj    are actually certain cross ratios of the invariants ux,u2,... , «„-3.
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To be specific,

(k) _ (Un-k - Un-k-\)(Un-k+\+j ~ ^n-k+l)

j (Un-k+l - Un-k-l)(un-k+l+j ~ Un-k) '

This follows from the observation that Fk is equivalent under GL2(R) to one
of the forms ±XY(X - Y)(X -uxY)---(X- u„-2Y).

Combining these expressions for AF^, we have

£l//!(n-l) ,    _ Dl/n(n-\) y* ¿(V
F ''F / j    F

k=\

dt_ v^ ni/«(«-D Í        dt
~h   h h  Fk(l,t)V"'

k=l

In particular, the quantity DF"<'n~^Af may be considered as a function of

the « - 3 independent absolute invariants ux,u2, ... , un-i over the bounded
region

0 < «i < u2 < ■ ■■ < U„_3 < 1.

Theorem 3 now follows.

■

4. Quartic forms: Proof of Theorem 1

In this section, we will show that À/4 = 27/6B (5,5) and that this value is
attained precisely for quartic forms which, up to multiplication by a complex
number, are equivalent under C7L2(R) to F4*(AT, Y) = %XY(X2 - Y2).

Since \Df\xlx2Af <MA if F is quartic form for which F(x, 1) has at least

one non-real root, and since \DF\x/x2Af is invariant with respect to replacing
F by kF for any complex number k, we may restrict our attention to the
quartic forms with real coefficients for which F(x, 1) has four distinct real
roots (counting any root at infinity). By the theorem of the previous section, if
F(X, Y) = (axX - ßxY)(a2X - ß2Y)(a3X - ß3Y)(a4X - ß4Y) where the a's
and the /3's are real numbers with

£1       02      03      04

ß\     ßi     ßi     ß* '

then

Dx/x2Ar-2ux'6(l -mW6 (  _—_
v.   Ar-lu   (i    u)    yo r./2(1_í)./2(1_Mí)1/2

+ 2w1/6(l-M)1/6 /  -77
Jo   t 'xi2(\-tyi2(i-(i-ü)tyi2

where

(<*lß\ - ai&)(Q4#? - ^A)

(a2ß4 -a4ß2)(axßi -a3ßx)'
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Figure 3.  \xy(x2 -y2)\ = 1

In particular, F4* has absolute invariant u* = \.   Further, if F(X, Y)

XY(X2 - Y2), then

dvDx/x2Ar-Dx/X2 H
DF    AF-DF     J^pQ^ftfl

-4Z)'/'2 /*' dv
F     Jo   0»/2(l-»2)1/2

= 2£>/i2 fx_dz_
7    Jo  *3/4(l-

= 2Jf6B G-Ö-
z)l/2

Hence, to prove Theorem 1, it suffices to demonstrate that the expression

U>/6(1 _M)l/6   f   _—_
: Jo txi2(i-tyi2(i- utyi2

+ ux'6(l - u)x/6 /'_—_
K '       J0   il/2(l - i)I/2(l _ (1 _ U)t)lf2 '

where «6(0, 1), is maximized precisely for u = A
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0.4 0.6

Figure 4. Graph of N

Put

dt
G{x)   I mi-ty/Hi-xty2'
L(x) = xx'6(l -x)x/6,

and let N be defined by

N(x) = L(x)G(x) + L(1- x)G(l -x)

for x £ (0, 1). Notice that N is symmetric about x = \ (Figure 4). Using
the estimates 1-x <l-xt and 1 - t < 1 - xt, we have

L(x)G(x) < xx'6(l - x)x'x2 [ -t
Jo  *

(i-xtyix2dt

/o txi2(i-tyi2(i-xtyi2

<xx/6(l-x)x/x2 Í _—_
-     {     '   Jo tx¡2(i -tyx¡x2

and so L(x)G(x) -* 0 as x -> 1. Similarly, L(x)G(x) -»0 as x-»0. Hence
N tends to zero at the endpoints of the interval (0, 1). From the symmetry of

Ar', it is clear that x = \ is a critical point of N. We will show that N'(x) > 0

for x < j and N'(x) < 0 for x > \, and it will follow that x = {- is the
unique maximal point of N.

Now the function G is the integral representation of a particular hypergeo-
metric function. The general hypergeometric function is defined by the series

F(a,b;c;x) = ±{-^^,       \x\<l,
n=0

where

Wn =
r(A + «)

m)
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and has the integral representation

for c> b > 0 ; moreover, this function satisfies the differential equation

,,       .d2w     .      .      .     ,.   .dw       ,        .
x(l - x)-^; + (c-(a + b+ l)x)-jj -abw = 0

(see Abramowitz and Stegun [1]). Hence

G(x) = 7if(^,±;1;x^

and G satisfies the differential equation

x(l - x)G"(x) + (l- 2x)G'(x) - ^G(x) = 0.

Further, L satisfies the differential equation

6jc(1 - x)L'(x) - (1 - 2jc)L(jc) = 0.

Put

*{*) = HxuñX\)N'{x)-L{X)L{l-X)

We claim that M'(x) < 0. To see this, notice that

N'(x) = L'(x)G(x) + L(x)G'(x) -L'(l- x)G(l -x)-L(l- x)G'(l - x)

and so, using the equation for L, we have

Differentiating the two expressions on the right-hand side of this equation, and
using the equation for L again, we have

dx \L(1 -x)        L(x)   J

= -2 G(x)        G(l-.[l-x)]
L(x)    jL(l-x)        L(;

'\L(l-x) L(x)    J

(1-2*)2 f    G(x) G(l-x)]
6x(l-x)\L(l-x) L(x)    J
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and

^^"^llíJ^"     L(x)    j

~Ö(1    ^Uíl-jc) L(jc)    /

^-){Ä + £T^}

Using the equation for G, we have

'lL(l-x) L(x)    J ;\L(l-x)        L(x)    J

3 f   g(g)        G(l-x)l

2\L(1-jc)        L(jc)    J"

Hence, we find that

„M.-{i + ̂ Mr){     Ö<iL + ̂ L^)}
1.2     6x(l-x)J ^(l-x)        L(jc)    J

and so M'(x) < 0 as claimed.
Now M'(x) < 0 means that Af is decreasing. Since M and N' have the

same sign, and since #'(5) = 0, it follows that N'(x) > 0 for 0 < x < \ and

N'(x) < 0 for i_ < x < 1. Hence, x = i_ is the only critical point of N, and
this critical point is the maximum point. Theorem 1 now follows.

It is worth pointing out that Theorem 1 cannot be proved by examining the
second derivative of N directly. It was for this reason that the function M
was introduced. Unfortunately, the arguments of this section do not generalize,
in an obvious way, to the functions Qn given by

Q„(ux,...,u„.3) = J2DXp^-x)Jo
dt

Jo Fk(l,t)2l"

(where the Fk are as in the statement of Theorem 3).

5. The Schwarz-Christoffel correspondence: Proof of Theorem 2

In this section, we will explain how the correspondence between forms and
polygons described in the statement of Theorem 2 arises from the Schwarz-
Christoffel transformations. We will also discuss the implications of this corre-
spondence in greater detail.

Recall that the Schwarz-Christoffel transformations are analytic functions
which map the upper half of the complex plane conformally onto the inte-
rior of a polygon in a particular way. Named after the German mathematicians
Hermann A. Schwarz (1843-1921) and Elwin B. Christoffel (1829-1900), who
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independently discovered them, these maps have important applications in elec-

trostatics and the study of fluids. The general form of the transformation is

(2) f(z) = A¡~--r-^---Î-+B
4 (s-sx)k<---(s-Sn)k-

where the Sj are arbitrary real numbers with

sx < s2 < • ■ ■ < s„,

the kj are positive real numbers with

kx+k2-\-h k„ = 2,

and A , B, zo are complex numbers with

z0 £ {z £ C : $z > 0, z ¿ Sj (j = 1, ... , n)} ;

it is assumed that the factors (s - s¡)kJ represent branches of power functions

with branch cuts extending below the real axis. Such a function / is analytic
on {z € C : 3z > 0, z ^ Sj}, continuous on {z £ C : 3z > 0}, and maps

the real axis to the boundary of a convex polygon whose exterior angles, in
counterclockwise order, are kxn,k2n, ... , k„n .

It is not difficult to show that the image of such an / is an «-sided polygon,

if we assume a priori that / is analytic on {z € C : $Sz > 0, z ^ Sj} . For then,
using (2) we have the formula

(3) f'(z) = A(z-sx)-ki---(z-s„)-k"

from which we can determine the image of the real axis. To be more specific,
let us consider the line segment joining Sj and Sj+X. Suppose that y(t) is a
parametrization of this segment with y'(t) > 0, and that co(t) = f(y(t)) is the
corresponding parametrization of its image. Then ar% co'(t) = arg f'(y(t))y'(t) =
arg f'(y(t)), and so the direction of the image curve is determined by the values
of arg/'(z). However from (3), we have

arg/'(z) = arg A - kx arg(z - sx)-k„ arg(z - sn)

which is constant for z £ (Sj, sj+x). Hence, the image of the interval (Sj, sj+x)
is the straight Une segment joining f(sj) and f(Sj+x). Now, as z crosses the
point Sj from the left, the argument of f'(z) jumps by kj7i ; hence f(Sj) is
a vertex with exterior angle k¡n. (See Figure 5.) Since kx + ••• + kn = 2,
and kj > 0 for all j, it follows that the image of the real axis under / is the
boundary of a convex n-sided polygon.

It is more difficult to find the Schwarz-Christoffel transformation / whose
image is a given polygon. From the preceding paragraph, it is clear that the
numbers kj are determined (up to a cyclic permutation) by the exterior angles
of the image polygon. It is also clear that the numbers A and B depend only on
the position and size of the image polygon (since the effect of the complex map

z h-> Az + B on any region in the plane is to magnify by \A\, rotate by arg A ,
and translate by B), and can be easily determined once a Schwarz-Christoffel
map with image polygon similar to the given polygon is known. Hence the
greatest difficulty rests with determining the numbers s¡.
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7» /(*,-)

oXf)

kj*

f(sj+0

>j+l

z plane w plane

Figure 5. The action of / on (sj , sj+x)

Now

f(sJ+l)-f(Sj) = A['
ds

\t       (S-Sx)k^--(S-S„)k^

so the length of the side corresponding to the interval (sj, sJ+x) is

ds
14/Js,

- S. 1*1
\S-Si \s-s„\k-'

Further, since an «-sided polygon with fixed exterior angles is determined up
to similarity by the ratios of the lengths of « - 2 consecutive sides, it follows
that the Sj must satisfy the « - 3 equations

ds I***2 ds
(4)

JSi \s - s\ \k> • • • Is - s¡

fsl+2

\s-s„\k-

(j= 1,... , « - 3) where the c¡ are numbers determined by the side lengths
of the given polygon. Consequently, to determine values for the Sj , we need
only specify three of them and then use the equations (4) to determine the rest.
(For a complete discussion of the Schwarz-Christoffel transformations, see [7].)

We now proceed to describe the correspondence of Theorem 2. Let F be
a form of degree « > 3 having a complete factorization over R, and suppose
that F has the factorization

F(X, Y) = a(Y - sxX)(Y - s2X).• • (Y - s„X)

with Si < Sz < • • • < s„. We associate with F the «-sided equiangular polygon
P(F) which is the image of the upper half plane under the Schwarz-Christoffel
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map

ds_
'o _ c  Min'8{Z)     a2¡" i  (s-sx)2/»--

(When F has a factor of X, we take s„ = oo and drop the factor (s - sn)2ln

from the integral.)
From our discussion of the Schwarz-Christoffel transformations, it is clear

that the vertices of P(F) are, in counterclockwise order,

g(s\), g(s2), ... , g(s„),

and that the exterior angles of P(F) are all equal to 27:/« . It is also clear that
the length of the side with vertices g(sk) and g(sk+x) is

T(k)        f'M ds
^P(F)

~ Jsk     \a(s - SX)---(S-Sn)\2'»

(k = 1,2, ... , « - 1) and that the length of the side with vertices g(s„) and
g(Si) is

(ll)  _ f ds r ds

\a(s-sx)---(s-s„)\2/"'

However, from §3, we recognize this expression as AF ', the area of the sector

of F bounded by the asymptotes y — skx = 0 and y - sk+xx = 0. Hence the
perimeter of the polygon P(F) is

n
Ik)
P(F)

k=\

LP(F) = ¿2 L

ds/oo

.0O|fl(5-5i)---(5-5„)|2/"

= AF.

(See Table 1 on next page.)
The correspondence defined through (5) also has the property that F and

G are 5L2(R)-equivalent forms if and only if P(F) and P(G) are congruent

polygons, and the property that F and G are C7L2(R)-equivalent forms if and
only if P(F) and P(G) are similar. To see this, suppose that F and G are

equivalent under GL2(R). Then since the quantities \DF\xl"(n~X)A{F) are ab-

solute invariants, there is a constant c and an integer / e [0, « - 1] such that

A(F] = cAç+l) for k = 1,2, ... , n . From the previous paragraph, this means

that L(k)(F) = cL{k^ for k - 1, 2,... , « ; hence P(F) and P(G) are similar

polygons. (Note that if F and G are 5L2(R)-equivalent then the constant c
is necessarily one, and so P(F) and P(G) are congruent.) On the other hand,

suppose that F and G are not equivalent under GL2(R). Then by (4), the

sequence of ratios A{F+X)/AF] is not a cyclic rearrangement of the sequence

A(k+X)/A(k). Hence there is no / such that L^+J»IL{k)(F) = L%+¿+X]'J'L{f¡¿¡ for

all k, and so P(F) and P(G) cannot be similar.   In particular, if F and
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Table 1. Summary of the correspondence

Forms F of degree « having

a complete factorization over R

area bi-

sector areas AF]

special form F*

equivalence under GL2(R)

equivalence under SL2(R)

cubic forms

quartic forms

«-sided equiangular polygons P

perimeter Lp

side lengths L(F]

«-sided regular polygon
with perimeter AF*

equivalence under similarity

equivalence under congruence

equilateral triangles

rectangles

G are not equivalent under SL2(R), then P(F) and P(G) are not congru-
ent. We conclude that the correspondence between forms and polygons defined
through (5) becomes bijective when considered as a correspondence between
equivalence classes of forms and polygons.

Now the form

jnx.D-Ô(x*(fe)tr«i(S))

has the property that each of its sectors has equal area. Indeed, the curve
\F*(x, y)\ = 1 is invariant with respect to rotations of £ radians (see Figure
6). Hence, every form equivalent to F* is mapped to a regular polygon with
« sides. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.

An interesting application of the Schwarz-Christoffel correspondence is al-
ready apparent among cubic and quartic forms. Notice that equiangular poly-
gons having three and four sides are respectively equilateral triangles and rect-
angles. Hence, if F is a cubic form for which F(x, 1) has three distinct real
roots, then each of the sectors of the region \F(x, y)\ < 1 has equal area, while
if F is a quartic form for which F(x, 1) has four distinct real roots, then
alternating sectors have equal areas.

Unfortunately, we have not been able to exploit further the Schwarz-Christof-

fel correspondence to prove that M„ = DxF?(n~x]'AF-. This may be due in part

to our inability to interpret the conformai property of the Schwarz-Christoffel
maps in a meaningful way. If we consider the factor of the discriminant in the
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Figure 6.  \F¿(x,y)\ = 1

quantity \DF\xln(n~X)AF to be a normalizing factor, then the conjectures of §1

can be reformulated in the following natural way.

Conjecture 1. Among all forms F of degree « with a given discriminant and
having a complete factorization over R, the quantity Af is largest when the
polygon corresponding to F is a regular polygon.

Conjecture 2. If {F„} is a sequence of regular forms (i.e., forms for which

P(F„) is an «-sided regular polygon) having a common discriminant D, then

lim AFi = 2n.
n—»oo

Note that this form of Conjecture 2 is equivalent to the earlier one since
lim„_00 \D\xl"(n~X) = 1 for any non-zero constant D. Note further that we

can always normalize a non-degenerate form (i.e., arrange that Df = ±1) by

replacing F with F/\DFI1/2«"-" .
Now from the Schwarz-Christoffel correspondence, it is clear that the limiting

value of the sequence DxJ"(n~x)AF- is the circumference of some circle. If

it could be shown that the radius of this circle is an integer, then it would
follow that the limiting value is 2n since by Corollary 1, each of the values

DXF,"~X)AF> (n > 4) is less than 12. Computational evidence suggests that

this is indeed the case (see Table 2).
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Table 2. Selected approximate numerical values of DF.l/*(B-l) A
AF;

d¡¡:l/«(n-i;
Af:

nl/n(n-l)
UF; Af./2n

3
4
5

10
25
50

100
250
500

1000

15.89974875
11.77264037
10.32275876
8.273246977
7.205128260
6.809999892
6.583462809
6.424238441
6.361968168
6.326792492

2.530523607
1.873673908
1.642918083
1.316728152
1.146731778
1.083845145
1.047790649
1.022449303
1.012538681
1.006940299

Put

6. Proof of Theorem 4

e»<".-^-i^r-'Xmw
where the Fk are as in the statement of Theorem 3. In this section, we will

demonstrate that the point (u\, ... , u*n_3) defined by

>     2\       tanO + l)f/

for 1 < j < « - 3, is a critical point of the function Q„ . The proof, which is
rather technical in nature, appeals directly to the fact that the form F* belongs
to this critical class and has a corresponding graph which is symmetric about
each of its asymptotes. In particular, the proof makes use of the observation that

(u\k),... , u{n%) - («Î,... , w*_3) for all k, at the point (u\,... , m*_3) .
Put G(X,Y) = XY(X-Y)(X-wxY)---(X-wn-3Y) and let M be de-

fined by

for 0 < wx <w2< ■■■ < wn-3 < 1. Then

n

Q„(UX , U2 , ...  , Un-3) = £ M(u(k) , U(k) , ...  , U%).

k=l
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By the Chain Rule,

d
n   n—1 du(k)

^Qn(ux,u2,... , u„-3) = J2Y,DjM(u[k),... , «¡E3)-j¿

n—3 (   n

)=\   \k=\ '   )

for I = 1,2, ... , n-3. Further, at the point («*,... , u„-3) we have

DjM(u\k),... , if«,) = Z)^(«î ,..., «;.,)

which is independent of k. Hence, to show that

it suffices to show that

~^Qn(u\,...,Wn_3) = 0,

= 0

(»r.k."n-3'

for all ;.
For simplicity, let us adopt the standard notation for cross ratios, namely

r„    „    _    , -,     (z4-z3)(z2-zx)

[Zl,Z2,,3,Z4]=(z4_z2)(z3_Zi).

,(*>_With this notation, u)   = [un-k-X, u„_k , u„_k+x, u„.k+x+j], and so

ë «f - E "r*+i)=£i«*-2 ,«*.!,«*, uk+ji
k=\ k=\ k=l

Notice that u¡ appears in only four terms of the latter sum. Further,

since u* m u{k) for all k. Hence, after some calculation, we find that

A duf
kdu<

du¡
= —W'ñu, 2^uj

k=l

m\

(«;....,«;_
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We claim that

U*+j      Uhj+\ K-j+l      Un-j+l-\ =q

(ulj - uf)(u¿+j+i - uf)    (u*n_j+l - u}XK-j+t-i - u'i)

for all / and j. This is equivalent to the statement that

[UUJ-I . "/*-; , "* . "/*+;] = [tt'+y+l . «/+> . «/ . «/_,]

for all / and j. From the definition of u*, we certainly have

- [tan(/ - )>1, tan(/ - ; + 1)1, tan(/ + 1)2 , tan(/ + ; + 1)1]

and

« [tan(/ + y + 2)1  tan(/ +; + 1) J, tan(/ + 1)1, tan(/ - ; + 1)1].

Further, since the curve \F*(x, y)\ = 1 is symmetric about the line

jcsin(/+ 1)-ycos(/+ 1)- = 0
« «

and since cross ratios are invariant under GL2(R), it is apparent that

[tan(/-;')-, tan(l - j + l)-,tan(/ + l)-,tan(l + j+ 1)-]
« « « «

= [tan(/ + 7 + 2)1, tan(/ + ; + 1)1, tan(/ + 1)1, tan(/ -j+ 1)1].

Hence
[«*_,_,, «;_;, «;, uij] = [m;+;+1 , M;+y-, «;, «;_,]

for all / and j as claimed.
It now follows that

A duf
hdu>

= 0

for all j, and so

-~Q„(u*x,... ,«*_3) = 0
£7«/

for /= 1, 2,...,«- 3 . This completes the proof of Theorem 4.
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